
We’ll Teach You How to Properly Bill and 
Get Paid for Your Surgeon’s 
Insertion of this New, Patented, 
FDA-cleared device.... 

... and even help you do the first few 
billings, at no charge to you.

The KOTLER NASAL AIRWAY™ is the 
new standard of care for nasal and sinus 
surgery because finally, after every nasal/
sinus surgery, packing or no packing, your 
patients can breathe clearly!

•  Increases Patient
Comfort and Safety

• Attracts More Patients
• Generates 5-Star Reviews
• Increases Referrals
•  Easily Removed by Office

Staff Post-operatively
• Increases Revenue

MedKamp’s 
Insurance Billing 

Program
for THE KOTLER 

NASAL AIRWAY™



We distribute the KOTLER NASAL AIRWAY™ because it 
is new, unique, a big winner with patients and produces 
increased revenue for the practice because all insurers, 
including Medicare, pay the surgeon an additional 
professional fee for the insertion. $425 has been 
considered usual and customary by the insurers and 
they do not “cut” the fee, because it is an independent 
process, not the “second procedure paid at 50%” or the 
“third procedure paid at 25%”. No, it is a stand-alone, non-
surgical service and so it’s entire value is “allowed”. Insurers 
typically do not deny payment for an FDA-cleared safety 
device.

The 3:45 second video that accompanies this will show 
you examples of typical insurance payments and you will 
see and hear from MDs who are advocates of the airway 
to benefit their patients and who are being paid for their 
additional service. Their patients are happy and you will be 
happy when you introduce this new, ultra-simple device 
into your practice.

Because it’s new to insurers, billing them properly is 
very important. To help get your office on the right start, 
we have contracted with a very experienced national billing 
and coding firm, Stat Medical Consulting, to “show you 
the way”.  Stat will take you through the simple process 
of adding the charge, for the insertion, onto your paper or 
your electronic CMS-1500 form. Before submission, Stat 
will also double check your forms. Since insurance company 
payments have been tracked for years by many practices, 
there is no secret, no mystery to the billing process. Stat 
knows the road. Just has to be done 100% correctly. Should 
there be an undue delay in payment or even no payment 
for the device insertion, Stat will assume the follow-up and 
appeal as necessary; no charge, of course.

Remember, MedKamp bears the cost of this service 
to you. We appreciate your business and want to make 
your practice even more successful. We look forward to 
enhancing your service to your patients and increasing your 
bottom-line income.

PATIENT REVIEWS 
I recently broke my nose in an accident 
and, unfortunately, know what it feels like 
to have my nose blocked. It is absolutely 
horrific; not able to breathe at all from the 
nose makes it very difficult to eat, drink or 
sleep. Expect a mild feeling of suffocation and 
claustrophobia as well as plenty of anxiety. 
So, when I consulted with my surgeon for a 
septorhinoplasty, he suggested I use the Kotler 
Nasal Airway to guarantee that I could breathe 
through the nose as I recover from surgery. 
I did extensive research and found that it is 
highly likely that the nose will be blocked using 
traditional silastic or Doyle splints (developed 
decades ago) that are used in nasal surgery. 
So, I gladly accepted the recommendation 
to use the KNA.I’m very glad I did because 
the KNA was a lifesaver for me. I was able to 
comfortably breathe for the important, first 48 
hours post-surgery when swelling is maximum 
and blockage risk is highest. On day 3, as 
things stabilized, I was able to remove the KNA 
without subsequent blockage.

As an aside, I submitted a question on the KNA 
website and was surprised and impressed that 
Dr. Kotler made himself available for a call to 
answer all of my questions. With decades of 
experience in arguably the most demanding 
market (Beverly Hills), his knowledge and 
advice has been invaluable. Further, he blew 
me away by checking on me regularly as I 
recovered from my surgery in Chicago. As 
I spoke to Dr. Kotler, it became clear to me 
that he developed this product for all the 
right reasons; he listened to hundreds (or 
thousands) of his own patients and simply 
wanted nasal patients to be more comfortable.

-Mark B. | Chicago, IL | April 29, 2017

“For me, the absolute worst thing about nasal 
surgery is the post-op packing. During the recovery 
from my first three surgeries elsewhere, I took 
pain kills back to back until the packing was out. 
The breathing tubes you installed made all the 
difference. What the tubes did was essential – they 
took out the torture feeling element and made 
those first five days tolerable and even comfortable 
at times.” – Laurie Wilson

“I wanted to comment on the unbelievable results 
the “breathing tubes” you used provided. I have 
had nasal surgery without the use of your breathing 
tubes and the improvement in my comfort and 
ability to breathe during my recovery has been 
dramatic. I would highly recommend that anyone 
considering any type of surgery could benefit from 
the use of your nasal tubes. PLEASE USE THEM.” 
– Colleen Kamens

I put off having nasal revision surgery for seven years 
because the nasal packing from my first surgery was 
such a bad experience. Dr. Kotler showed me the 
alternative of using nasal tubes. My mother was 
amazed to see me being mentally comfortable and 
looking relaxed compared to my first experience of 
wanting the packing taken out every minute. The 
nasal tubes are the only way to go! – TLR

“The most amazing thing was that I could breathe 
after surgery!!! I had never experienced this with 
my other surgeries nor had I ever heard of it. The 
fact that I could breathe out of my nose because 
of these tiny tubes made recovery so much more 
comfortable and easy. All I can say is “WOW!””  
– Georgia Mayfield

“I am writing to you to let you know how much I 
appreciated the post-op breathing tube that you 
inserted for me after my nasal surgery with you 
last week. For me, the absolute worst thing about 
nasal surgery is the post-op packing. The breathing 
tubes you installed made all the difference. What 
the tubes did do was essential – Great invention Dr. 
Kotler!” – Lauriann Wright

“The first time I had surgery, the packing caused the 
most discomfort during the recovery process. The 
tube was really easy to take care of and whenever 
I felt it getting clogged, I could flush it out and feel 
better. I couldn’t feel the tube in my nose and it 
wasn’t uncomfortable. I also felt it was easier to 
keep clean.” – Michelle Ocampo

“I feel if I didn’t have the tubes in place, my anxiety 
level would’ve been much higher. I was able to 
breathe and sleep comfortably. I feel this is a must for 
any nasal surgery. Thanks Dr. Kotler.” – Tina Martin

“While everything was in, I found it very helpful 
to be able to breathe out of one nostril versus not 
being able to breathe at all out of the other. If given 
the choice, I would opt for the tubes.” – Don Zirlin

“The tubes made it a lot easier to breathe from my 
nose and it helped me sleep better being able to 
breathe. It was a new and positive experience.” 
– Peter Chairez

“Having the tubes was much better. It allowed me 
to breathe through my nose, which made the whole 
experience less painful and more comfortable.” 
– Inga Grigorian

“Even though the nasal tube required flushing when 
it was hard to breathe, once flushed, you were able 
to breathe, whereas with packing you do not get this 
option.” – Gurjeet Brar

“Having the nasal tube in my right nostril only, I 
could definitely appreciate the ability to be able to 
breathe. I would definitely recommend the tube 
system to anyone undergoing nasal surgery.” 
– Laura Meiojas

“The tube system was my “life line” in being able 
to breathe and relax. I cannot imagine doing this 
procedure without the nasal tubes.” 
 – Evelyn Valenzuela

“If the tubes were not in place, I would have felt 
more congested and even claustrophobic. It was a 
relief to still be able to breathe!” – Rebecca Nelson

“My experience with the tube was great. It was very 
easy to breathe. I would recommend it to a friend/
fam.” – Orly Kashri

“It was great to be able to breathe, and not having 
packing on both sides.” – Amy Gomez


